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PORTSHADE
MEASURING GUIDE
You will need
Tape measure.
24mm
15/16"

1

Measuring guide
Measure both the width and height of the aperture and any trim.
The width of the blind fabric (X) is defined as the width of the
aperture plus 10mm (3/8"). The height of the blind fabric (Y) is
defined as the height of the aperture and any trim plus 50mm
(2"). Ideally the blind will be positioned so that, when stowed, the
pull down bar and mini grip will be clear of the hatch or portlight
and any trim (C).
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Ensure that you have sufficient space around the aperture to
accommodate the overall size of the Portshade both vertically
and horizontally (A/B). This area is to be free from obstructions
and away from any heat sources.

3

Match the blind fabric X and Y measurements with the list of
available sizes below. Always choose a larger size if unsure.
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Note the Portshade has a trim clearance of 15mm (5/8") (D).
The product can however be mounted onto raised blocks to
increase clearance.

5

Ensure that the thickness of the boat structure at the proposed
mounting position is deep enough to prevent the fixing screws
from breaking through (E).

A [=X+43mm (1 11/16")]

20mm
13/16"

C

E

40mm
(1 9/16")

16mm
(5/8")

D

X [= aperture + 20mm (13/16")]

15mm
(5/8")

B
Y [= aperture + trim + 50mm (2")]

Visit www.oceanair.co.uk/portshade for step-by-step
installation instructions.

Standard sizes
PART No

PSH-1
PSH-2
PSH-3
PSH-4
PSH-5

FABRIC DIMENSIONS
X

Y

340mm (13 3/8")
380mm (15")
460mm (18 1/8")
660mm (26")
720mm (28 3/8")

280mm (11")
280mm (11")
320mm (12 5/8")
320mm (12 5/8")
320mm (12 5/8")

For further information or measuring assistance, please contact your local Oceanair Distributor:
www.oceanair.co.uk/distributors.
Dometic Blinds (UK):
Dometic Blinds (US):
700000074

+44 (0)1243 606 909
+1 802 362 5258

blindsystems@dometic.com

25mm (1")

[=Y+60mm
(2 3/8")]

